
Math 314 Exam 03

1. The majority of this class focused on Normal linear models.

(a) What about them is Normal?

(b) What about them is linear? For full points, you must be very specific about what
exactly is linear.

(c) Is it possible for normal linear models to fit curves to data? Explain.

2. The dataset trees consists of 31 observations on two types of trees, A and B. For each
tree, height (h, feet), girth (g, diameter in inches), and volume (v, feet3) were measured.

Estimated coefficients and confidence intervals appear below.
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## (Intercept) g h typeB g:h

## 66.90 -5.57 -1.26 -0.81 0.13

## 4 % 96 %

## (Intercept) 22.84 110.97

## g -9.15 -1.99

## h -1.84 -0.69

## typeB -2.63 1.01

## g:h 0.09 0.18

(a) Identify the response variable(s) and its(their) statistical type(s).
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(b) Identify the explanatory variable(s) and its(their) statistical type(s).

(c) Provide R code to reproduce the plot above.

(d) Given the output above, write 1 complete English sentence describing the esti-
mated intercept for type A trees.

(e) Does the estimated intercept for type A trees make sense in context of these data.
Explain why or why not.

(f) Given the output above, write 1 complete English sentence describing the esti-
mated intercept for type B trees.

(g) Does the estimated intercept for type B trees make sense in context of these data.
Explain why or why not.

(h) Note that the fit model has an interaction term between two numerical explana-
tory variables. This is new. Why does an interaction term between Height and
Girth (diameter) make sense in the context of this predictive model? Hint: think
geometrically. Explain.

(i) Given the output above, write 1 complete English sentence describing the esti-
mated slope across Height. State clearly to which type(s) of trees this slope
applies. Be careful with your derivative.

(j) Given the output above, write 1 complete English sentence describing the es-
timated slope across Girth. State clearly to which type(s) of trees this slope
applies. Be careful with your derivative.

(k) Provide R code to calculate the mean of Girth and the mean of Height by levels
of the categorical variable type. If you use any library, be sure to load it.
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(l) Write down either R code or mathematical symbols that would make a prediction
for the Volume of a type B tree when Height is equal to its mean, call it H̄, and
when Girth is equal to its mean, call it Ḡ.

(m) Assume your code above predicts the number 28.44. Interpret this number in
context of these data.

(n) Write down either R code or mathematical symbols that would make a prediction
for the Volume of a type B tree when Height is equal to its mean, call it H̄, and
when Girth is equal to 40.

(o) Using words from our class, which prediction is more reasonable at Girth equal
to Ḡ or at Girth equal to 40? Why?

(p) Interpret the confidence interval for the term factor(type)B in context of these
data.

(q) Do these data suggest a significant difference between type A and type B trees?
Explain.

3. The minority of this class focused on Logistic regression. What are the two main
differences between logistic and linear regression?

4. The dataset admission contains 400 randomly selected students’ gpa, gre (graduate
school equivalent of SAT) scores, and a Bernoulli random variable named admit that
takes on the value 1 if the student was admitted into graduate school and a 0 otherwise.

Assume you fit with logistic regression the response variable admit to the normalized
numerical explanatory variables gre and gpa.

(a) Interpret, in context of the data, the following predicted probability.
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pred_logistic(matrix(c(1, 0, 0), ncol=3), beta_hat)

## [1] 0.3079439

(b) Interpret, in context of the data, the following confidence interval.

blogistic <- function(data, idx) {
y <- data[idx, 1]

X <- data[idx, -1]

beta_hat <- optim(rnorm(3), ll, method="L-BFGS-B", y=y, mX=X)$par

diff(pred_logistic(matrix(c(1, 0, 0, # intercept, gre, gpa

1, 0, 1),

ncol=3, byrow=TRUE), beta_hat))

}

b <- boot::boot(cbind(admit$admit, scale(X)),

R=999,

blogistic,

ncpus=3, parallel="multicore")

boot::boot.ci(b, type="perc")

## BOOTSTRAP CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CALCULATIONS

## Based on 999 bootstrap replicates

##

## CALL :

## boot::boot.ci(boot.out = b, type = "perc")

##

## Intervals :

## Level Percentile

## 95% ( 0.0119, 0.1265 )

## Calculations and Intervals on Original Scale

(c) A confidence interval based on the following predictions will not necessarily be
the same as the confidence interval above. Explain why not.

diff(pred_logistic(matrix(c(1, 0, 2, # intercept, gre, gpa

1, 0, 3),
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